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MN Cup is the premier statewide resource for early-stage entrepreneurs, accelerating 
the development of breakthrough business ideas across Minnesota. The organization 
supports emerging entrepreneurs through events, educational programming and  
an annual startup competition that provides seed money and invaluable connections.

Inventors, educators and investors of Minnesota are invited to learn more at mncup.org

WHAT’S THE BIG IDEA?
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MN Cup has always been about 
community. 

Jump-starting a single business 
takes a tremendous effort. But 
in 2005, two local entrepreneurs 
— Scott Litman and Dan Mallin 
— realized they could help dozens 
of businesses make the leap from 
the drawing board to reality by 
doing a single thing: creating an 
accept-all-comers competition for 
entrepreneurs using the model of an 
existing business school contest. 

They pitched the MN Cup concept 
— to open up the Carlson School of 
Management’s business plan compe-
tition to the entire state — to Interim 
Dean Jim Campbell and former Riv-
erside Bank CEO Dave Cleveland. 
“Before we could give them the green 
light, they’d already launched the 
website and had the governor kicking 
off the program,” recalled Campbell. 

“MN Cup is a tremendous 
resource for our business 

start-up community,” noted 
Secretary of State and MN 
Cup Judge Steve Simon. 

“It has become a great first 
step for launching fresh, new 

ideas that lead to thriving 
businesses in our state.”

Armed with $30,000 in cash priz-
es and some donated billboards, the 
founders hustled to create awareness. 
Critical partners stepped forward 
from Wells Fargo, the Department of 
Employment & Economic Develop-
ment, BioBusiness Alliance and a 
number of professional firms.

 Organized by the Holmes Center 
for Entrepreneurship at the Carlson 
School, MN Cup brings together a 
wide range of individuals, compa-
nies and organizations in a uniquely 
successful private-public partnership 
that provides free resources to Min-

With more than $1.6 million in 
cash prizes awarded in entrepre-
neurial funding since MN Cup’s 
founding in 2005, it’s surprising to 
hear that the competition’s biggest 
draw — and most-appreciated ben-
efit — is not the financial rewards.

“We started out thinking that the 
prize money was most important,” 
noted co-founder Scott Litman, “but 
soon realized that many entrepre-
neurs lacked the personal networks 
and resources to take their business 
to the next level.” 

Workshops and events through-
out the year help entrepreneurs get 
connected with investors, accelera-
tors and advisors. “MN Cup doesn’t 
make these businesses successful,” 
commented co-founder Dan Mallin, 
“but it does help the motivated ones 
get there more quickly.”

“MN Cup is a great platform 
for experienced volunteers to 

help emerging entrepreneurs,” 
noted the competition’s first 

mentor and former Proto Labs 
CEO, Brad Cleveland.

nesota entrepreneurs.

“MN Cup is a tremendous resource 
for our business start-up communi-
ty,” noted Secretary of State and MN 
Cup Judge Steve Simon. “It has be-
come a great first step for launching 
fresh, new ideas that lead to thriving 
businesses in our state.”

Former University of Minne-
sota President Robert Bruininks 
embraced MN Cup as a means 
to support the entire state. “It’s a 
great platform for the University 
of Minnesota to mobilize the entire 
business community in support of 
entrepreneurship and job creation.”

MN Cup now has eight industry 
divisions that enlist more than 350+ 
volunteer mentors and judges, as well 
as more than 60 sponsors who provide 
resources and $400,000 in cash prizes 
to the most promising new business 
ideas. Not a bad idea! ■

MN Cup has become the largest 
statewide new venture competi-
tion in the country, with more than 
10,000 entrepreneurs receiving 
support from the competition. Over 
100 of these finalist companies have 
gone on to raise more than $200 
million of equity capital. “Winning 
the MN Cup validates their idea and 
adds real legitimacy with investors,” 
noted high tech investor and MN 
Cup sponsor and judge, Joy Lindsay.

Katie Sanchez entered her inven-
tion for an apple-based honey prod-
uct back in 2011. “I thought I had 
a great product idea,” Katie recalls, 
“but had no idea on how to take 
it forward. The MN Cup mentors 
really helped me understand what 
I needed to do to make it a viable 
business.” Katie just landed invest-
ments from three investors after 
appearing on “Shark Tank” in Febru-
ary. Her product is now available in 
more than 1,800 stores nationwide, 
including 9 of the 11 regions of 
Whole Foods Market stores.

MINNESOTA CUP
FOR ASPIRING ENTREPRENEURS WHO MEAN BUSINESS

SUCCESS STORIES START HERE

Scott Litman and Dan Mallin receive the University of Minnesota’s Outstanding Achievement Award from 
President Eric Kaler in recognition of more than a decade of volunteer leadership for MN Cup. In addition to 
co-founding MN Cup, these two entrepreneurs have built and sold 3 successful digital marketing firms and 
recently launched Equals 3 Media in partnership with IBM.
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Katie Sanchez and her business 
partner, Melissa Elms, appeared 
on ABC’s “Shark Tank” in February 
2016, receiving investment offers 
to help expand their product line.

BEE FREE HONEE
2011 SEMIFINALIST 
SHARK TANK 2016

MORE INFORMATION AND APPLICATION AT MNCUP.ORG

A competition and hub 
to connect Minnesota’s 
entrepreneurial
ecosystem.

WHAT IS MN CUP?

Entrepreneurs, researchers 
and inventors. Whether you 
are at the point of inception 
or already have created a 
company and are pursuing 
your breakthrough idea.

WHO SHOULD ENTER?

Entrepreneurs: 
Apply. It’s free!

Business community: 
Engage by mentoring 
judging, and sponsorship.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED?

Entrepreneurs based 
in MN with less than 
$1 million in annual 
revenue.

ELIGIBILITY

Entrepreneurs: 
• $400,000 in available seed money
• Mentorship opportunities with
   industry leaders
• Exclusive event access
• Business plan feedback
• Networking opportunities with
   potential investors
• Media exposure 

Business community:
• Access to innovative
   ideas and talent
• Support Minnesota’s brightest
   entrepreneurs and ideas

HOW CAN YOU BENEFIT?

ENTER THE COMPETITION

Only the top 16 participants 
win cash prizes, but all are 
eligible to participate in  
workshops and events.  

Focused programming has 
been developed to support 

women, minorities, youth and 
social entrepreneurs. 

Ryan Broshar, founder of Match-
stick Ventures and 2006 Student Di-
vision winner commented that “the 
Twin Cities needs more activity like 
MN Cup.  I’ve invested in 7 compa-
nies that have participated – it helps 
them to focus their efforts and move 
their business ideas forward.”

Many contestants return to 
participate multiple years to take 
advantage of the access to mentors 
and resources. Her product is now 
available in more than 1,800 stores 
nationwide, including 9 of the 11 
regions of Whole Foods Market 
stores. ■

MN CUP BY THE NUMBERS 2005 - 2015

Nearly  

1,300 
entrepreneurs 

participated in 

2015

81 mentors and 

163 competition 

judges gave advice 

and guidance to  

participants in 2015.

$1.6 million in 

seed money from 

2005 to 2015

Since 2005, finalists have raised more than $200 million from outside investors, spurring innovation and jobs

MN Cup  

competitors hail 

from nearly 

90 percent of 

Minnesota 

counties

10 percent 

of the teams 

in 2015  

included a 

veteran

33 percent 

of the teams 

in 2015 were 

woman-led; 

46 percent 

had teams  

with women
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TIMELINE
NOW’S THE TIME TO SUBMIT YOUR BREAKTHROUGH BUSINESS IDEA

MARCH 21 - 
MAY 6 

Enter
your
application

MAY 7 - 
JUNE 6

1st First 
Round 
Judging

JUNE 26 

Second
Round
materials due

Second
Round
Judging

Finalists 
announced

Finalist
presentations, division 
winners selected

Grand prize winner 
announced at Final 
Awards Event

JUNE 7 

Semi�nalists 
announced

JUNE 22 

Semi�nalists 
paired with 
mentors

AUGUST 15 AUGUST 30/31 SEPTEMBER 22JULY 27 -
AUGUST 14

QUALITY MENTORSHIP IS KEY  
FOR ENTREPRENEURS

Jenna is a MN Cup Judge, 
co-founder of Hack the Gap, and 
Founder and Lead Dev at 612 Soft-
ware Foundry, a web and software 
development company started in 
2011.

You went from full-time employ-
ment to just entrepreneur. Why 
did you make the leap?

I started as a developer and worked 
my way up to a tech lead/manager 
position. But I found I wasn’t really 
meeting my career goals. I wasn’t 
getting my products in front of users, 
and I get a lot of satisfaction from 
seeing and talking to the people who 
are using what I create. Plus, I enjoy 
bridging the business and tech sides 

from the experience? 

The biggest two for me are, one, 
getting feedback. An organized event 
like MN Cup has a process-oriented 
way to get the feedback to steer your 
decisions.

Second, the people who go 
through MN Cup are making 
connections, getting their business 
promoted, finding mentoring and 
building their networks. Last year, 
I helped put together a mentoring 
track for women-led startups. It’s 
important to have that as a resource 
when you’re getting started.

You’re a big believer in celebrat-
ing failure. Can you explain why?

I learn how to write a piece of 
code by typing it out, and some-
thing’s going to tell me if I failed. 
It’s the same way with building a 
product and a business. We need to 
fail a little to actually succeed. It’s 
the best advice I received: Not to let 
failure be a setback, but something 
to learn from. ■

612softwarefoundry.com and  
hackthegap.com

of a challenge. So I founded 612 
Software Foundry.

You also co-founded Hack the 
Gap. What’s that all about?

It’s one of the things I’m most 
proud of. A friend and I created 
an all-woman hackathon. We get 
dozens of women to break into 
teams based on ideas the participants 
are interested in building. Everyone 
starts from scratch, because nobody 
brings anything but an idea. By the 
end of the weekend, the teams pitch 
to judges from the software develop-
ment community. 

A lot of women showed up not 
feeling confident they should par-
ticipate. At the end of the weekend, 
people were surprised at how much 
they were able to contribute. We 
still get feedback that women quit 
their jobs after Hack the Gap to go 
become developers. That’s really 
motivating and inspiring. I’m look-
ing forward to our next hackathon 
May 14 – 15, 2016.

You were a judge at MN Cup 
last year. What’s the biggest value 
you see an entrepreneur getting 

MN CUP MENTOR HALL OF FAME
For many MN Cup participants, the mentoring program has become the most valuable component — 

more valuable than the prize money awarded to the top 16 finishers and available to all 80 semifinalists. 
Amazing entrepreneurs and business leaders freely volunteer their time to meet with semifinalists to help 
them develop their plans and move their ideas forward.

In 2015, MN Cup started a tradition of recognizing these amazing volunteer mentors by inducting them as 
its initial class for the MN Cup Mentor Hall of Fame. These entrepreneurial mentors were called out by their 
MN Cup semifinalists for their incredible support and advice.

THE ORIGINAL MENTOR - Brad Cleveland  
Former Proto Labs CEO Brad Cleveland served as the original MN Cup 
mentor. In 2006, he suggested the idea and recruited his peer group to 
serve as the initial five mentors. Brad continues to mentor young entre-
preneurs and serves as a constant inspiration of the impact one incredibly 
determined entrepreneur can make on the entire community. 

Kyle Rolfing is a multi-business entrepreneur who has made a career out of leading 
disruptive innovations in the health care industry. As a co-founder of Definity Health, Kyle 
was part of a tremendous team of entrepreneurs who invented the individual health savings 
plan before it was acquired by UnitedHealth Group. He was also co-founder and CEO of 
Red Brick Health, building a pioneering firm in wellness programs. And now as CEO of 
AchieveHealth, Kyle continues to work with leading health care companies to push the 
boundaries of consumer-driven health care. Each of the teams Kyle mentored cited his 

willingness to meet, take phone calls, share his network of contacts and provide advice on fundraising.

Lee Jones is a serial health care entrepreneur and dual degree holder from the U of M. 
Following a successful career at Medtronic, Lee founded and led Inlet Medical through its 
sale to Cooper Surgical. A lifelong volunteer throughout the University and tireless cham-
pion of women entrepreneurs, Lee was one of the first 10 MN Cup mentors. She had to 
cease mentoring when her current Rebiotix startup entered the MN Cup and was a finalist 
in 2011. Having raised more than $30 million at Rebiotix, Lee has now returned to volun-
teer her patient advice. Each of the teams Lee mentored cited her ability to quickly identify 

and provide advice on the critical issues facing the company, offer connections with industry leaders and 
share feedback on their plans.

Michael Miller was an original CEO Roundtable member who introduced MN Cup 
mentoring in 2006. In fact, he now serves as president of the CEO Roundtable in addition 
to advising numerous early-stage companies. Learning consumer products through early 
career sales and marketing stints at Proctor & Gamble and Pillsbury, Michael leveraged 
this experience to bring a broad array of consumer products to market through his Hound 
Dog Products company. Another MBA alum of the Carlson School, Michael was one of 
the original entrepreneurs-in-residence for the Holmes Center’s lean startup course and has 

continued to support past MN Cup student division winner ShedBed. Both of the teams Michael mentored 
in 2015 cited his insight, guidance and connections to potential funding sources.

FIND OUT HOW TO VOLUNTEER
MNCUP.ORG

THE MINNESOTA CUP SUPPORTERS:

301 INC   
AARP
ADM
ANDCOR
AURI
Best Prep
Blandin Foundation
Cairn Ventures
Clear Channel
Clifton Larson Allen
Come Up Capital
Eide Bailly
Equals 3
Fredrikson & Byron, P. A.
Gopher Angels
Grain Millers
Gray Plant Mooty
Haberman
IBM
Impact Hub – MSP 
Initiative Foundation
Lurie
Magnet 360
Maslon LLC
Meda
Medical Alley
Messerli & Kramer
MHTA
Midwest Pantry
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
Minnesota Department of Commerce
Mojo Minnesota
Mosaic
National Foodworks Services LLC
North Star Council Boy Scouts of America
Proto Labs
The Reserve
Securian Financial Group
Six Speed
Sofia Fund
Southern Minnesota Initiative Foundation
Southwest Initiative Foundation
Spoken Impact
Star 
Startec
Star Tribune
Step Up
Stinson Leonard Street
Stoel Rives LLP
TECHdotMN
TechnovationMN
The Schwan Food Company
Treehouse Health
Twin Cities Business Magazine
Venture Bank
West Central Initiative
Youthprise

ORGANIZED BY:

When companies and foundations support MN Cup, they are  
investing in the most promising new businesses in Minnesota. 

Thank you 2016 MN Cup sponsors for making MN Cup what it is,  
a community-led effort that celebrates the best ideas in the state.

Interested in supporting Minnesota’s brightest ideas?  
Contact MN Cup to learn how your organization can engage 

with talented entrepreneurs in our statewide program. 

 
mncup.org

SUPPORTING SPONSORS:  

LEAD SPONSORS:  
JENNA PEDERSON JUDGES SPOTLIGHT



LAUNCHING GREAT IDEAS
INTO GREAT BUSINESSES

The true value of the MN Cup competition is rarely mentioned in the headlines or discussed in the bulk of 
the stories covering the annual program. The prize money and big finale are usually what people think of when 
they hear or read about the MN Cup. The companies that participate in the competition would agree that while there 
is great reward in winning your division and the publicity that follows, the real value and significance of this program 
is discovered in the network of people who engage in the MN Cup each year. With a pool of 350+ volunteers, MN 
Cup is home to a powerful network of people dedicated to supporting Minnesota-based entrepreneurs.

Deepinder Singh won the 2014 MN Cup with his company – 75F 
– and its internet of things (IoT) solution to regulate temperature and 
alleviate hot and cold spots in small- to medium-sized commercial 
buildings. Singh’s idea, tenacity and energy attracted talented people 
who wanted to support his vision and growth. He leveraged the net-
work of people involved in the MN Cup, and it continues to benefit his 
company today.

“The prime capital of a startup is always people,” says Singh. 
“Monetary and other needs that fuel a startup can always be provided if 
you have access to the right mentors and contacts. The MN Cup offers 
a treasure trove of people that every entrant can access, not just the 
winners. After having entered (and won) many regional and national 
business plan competitions, I can unequivocally state that the quality of 
mentors at the MN Cup is exceptional. This is truly a chance for every 
startup to come out a winner!” ■

THE POWER AND RESULTS OF  
MEANINGFUL COLLISIONS

75F took advantage of the multiple connections and opportunities 
available through the MN Cup including: 

 PARTNERSHIPS
An introduction from MN Cup’s director to Jay Schrankler, 

executive director of the U of M’s Office of Technology Commer-
cialization, former Honeywell executive and MN Cup judge, led to 
a strong business partnership and friendship with Singh that has in-
cluded multiple introductions to strategic partners and investment. 

 TALENT
One of Singh’s mentors, Bob French, was hired shortly after the 

conclusion of the competition as Chief Evangelist. Singh also lev-
eraged his connection to the Holmes Center for Entrepreneurship 
to access talent to support 75F’s rapid growth.

 FUNDING
Following swiftly on the heels of his MN Cup victory, Singh 

and 75F received investments from Steve Case, founder of AOL, 
for $100,000 during Case’s Rise of the Rest Competition, hosted 
by the Holmes Center for Entrepreneurship (home to the MN 
Cup), before earning top honors at the CleanTech Open Global 
Forum. Singh’s success continued when he secured $80,000 from 
Minnesota-based Gopher Angels in early 2015, MN Cup sponsor 
and provider of multiple MN Cup judges.

More information at: 
75f.io
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GET INVOLVED AND ENTER TODAY AT MNCUP.ORG

  Mary Pat Blake, Blake Consulting     Bob French, 75F       Deepinder Singh, 75F                   Jay Schrankler, 
                         University of Minnesota OTC 

WHAT CAN MN CUP  
DO FOR YOU?

“...I can unequivocally state that  

the quality of mentors at the  

MN Cup is exceptional. This is  

truly a chance for every startup  

to come out a winner!”  

– Deepinder Singh, 75F,  

2014 MN Cup Winner

75F 2014 GRAND PRIZE WINNER

2015 GRAND PRIZE WINNER ASTROPAD • 2014 GRAND PRIZE WINNER 75F 
• 2013 GRAND PRIZE WINNER PRECEPTIS MEDICAL • 2012 GRAND PRIZE 
WINNER PRECIOUSTATUS • 2011 GRAND PRIZE WINNER AUM CARDIOVAS-
CULAR • 2010 GRAND PRIZE WINNER EARTHCLEAN • 2009 GRAND PRIZE 
WINNER 8TH BRIDGE • 2008 GRAND PRIZE WINNER CORESPINE TECH-
NOLOGIES • 2007 GRAND PRIZE WINNER MUVE • 2006 GRAND PRIZE WIN-
NER VAST ENTERPRISES • 2005 GRAND PRIZE WINNER ARCSWITCH • 2015 
GRAND PRIZE WINNER ASTROPAD • 2014 GRAND PRIZE WINNER 75F • 2013 
GRAND PRIZE WINNER PRECEPTIS MEDICAL • 2012 GRAND PRIZE WINNER 
PRECIOUSTATUS • 2011 GRAND PRIZE WINNER AUM CARDIOVASCULAR 
• 2010 GRAND PRIZE WINNER EARTHCLEAN • 2009 GRAND PRIZE WINNER 
8TH BRIDGE • 2008 GRAND PRIZE WINNER CORESPINE TECHNOLOGIES • 
2007 GRAND PRIZE WINNER MUVE • 2006 GRAND PRIZE WINNER VAST EN-
TERPRISES • 2005 GRAND PRIZE WINNER ARCSWITCH • 2015 GRAND PRIZE 
WINNER ASTROPAD • 2014 GRAND PRIZE WINNER 75F • 2013 GRAND PRIZE 
WINNER PRECEPTIS MEDICAL • 2012 GRAND PRIZE WINNER PRECIOUSTA-
TUS • 2011 GRAND PRIZE WINNER AUM CARDIOVASCULAR • 2010 GRAND 
PRIZE WINNER EARTHCLEAN • 2009 GRAND PRIZE WINNER 8TH BRIDGE 

MN CUP GRAND PRIZE WINNERS FROM 2005 TO 2015

ENTER OR MENTOR
 MNCUP.ORG
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ENTER OR MENTOR
 MNCUP.ORG

the industry leader,” Jon stated with 
excitement.

This should not suggest it was an 
easy path, or on the timeframe origi-
nally projected. “We were essentially 
7 years too early for the industry,” 
noted Jon. Confusion and delays 
from the Affordable Care Act legis-
lation, distracting mergers between 
partners in their initial pilot projects 
and painfully slow agreements with 
large companies all delayed the roll-
out of Zipnosis’ service. “We were 
out of money at several points. We 
had to cut back on everything and 
make some very difficult choices. 
You learn to prioritize very well. But 
I never lost my belief that this was 
something consumers wanted and 
the market needed.”

Nor should it suggest a break-
through idea is enough. “I’ve learned 
entrepreneurship is primarily about 
execution — lots of hauling the 
water,” Jon reflected. “I like to think 
of myself as being strategic, but it’s 
been eight years of hustling to get 
to where we are.” The team has ex-
panded far beyond Jon’s solo outpost 
at CoCo in his early days, with 32 
employees now working out of their 
loft office in the warehouse district. 
“Finally having the resources to 
build a great team has been very 
rewarding,” noted Jon. 

Eight years in to a business 
launched by a skinny grad student 
with a headful of hair, Jon now 
exudes a calm confidence earned 
through his trial by fire. “He’s done 
an amazing job of persevering 
through some very tough challeng-

While studying for his MBA at 
the Carlson School back in 2008, 
Jon Pearce had a breakthrough idea. 
He believed that technology, and the 
recently launched iPhone in partic-
ular, could transform the delivery 
of health care services. He saw an 
opportunity to empower the consum-
er and deliver responsive health care 
services without time-consuming 
trips to the doctor’s office.

Jon entered the MN Cup in 2008. 
“It forced me for the first time to 
write down my idea, and share it 
with others,” he noted. 

“The process of  
presenting my idea and  
getting feedback was  
critical to developing  

this business.” 

Winning the Student Division of 
the MN Cup connected Jon with 
initial angel investors, attorneys and 
mentors.

Aside from a market pivot to sell 
through hospital systems (rather than 
directly to consumers), Jon’s original 
idea is being realized as planned. 
As laid out in his original 2008 MN 
Cup presentation, Zipnosis provides 
“health care in your pocket” through 
a simple smartphone diagnostic that 
allows nurse practitioners to review 
and respond to routine health issues 
that should not require a visit to the 
doctor’s office. It saves consumers 
time, while enabling health care 
providers to more efficiently deliver 
responsive service. 

Zipnosis currently supports 19 
hospital systems, and is rapidly 
expanding its salesforce to support 
growth across the country. Zipnosis 
recently closed on a $17 million 
series A round and “for the first time 
ever,” according to Jon, has enough 
capital to expand the business and 
realize the market opportunity. “Zip-
nosis has the opportunity to become 

es,” noted Carlson School instructor 
and former Zipnosis board chair 
Toby Nord. “Seeing him gut it out 
for so many years is a real testament 
to his commitment and maturity.” 

Throughout it all, Jon has always 
spent time speaking in classes, men-
toring entrepreneurs and helping St. 
Olaf, his undergraduate alma mater, 
start the Ole Cup. “I wanted their 
students to have the same opportuni-
ty I had with the MN Cup,” com-
mented Jon. Since 2014, winners 
of the Ole Cup have automatically 
advanced to the semifinals in the 
student division of the MN Cup.

As one of the MN Cup judges in 
the room back in 2008, it was clear 
that Jon had a promising idea. Sever-
al of the judges encouraged him not 
to follow conventional advice and 
bring in an experienced CEO — sug-
gesting that he had the passion and 
energy required to lead this through. 
“At that point, I didn’t know if I had 
the ability to be CEO,” Jon recalled. 
At this point, it’s very clear Jon has 
the ability and is the right person to 
continue leading Zipnosis through 
its national expansion. ■

More information:   
zipnosis.com

THE MYTH  
OF THE  
OVERNIGHT  
SUCCESS

HIGH WINS 
FOR  
HIGH-TECH  
GENIUSES

How much is a winning idea 
worth for a company competing at 
MN Cup? In the case of Minneapo-
lis-based Astropad  —  try $80,000.

At the 2015 MN Cup award 
celebration held at the University 
of Minnesota’s McNamara Alumni 
Center, Astropad received $30,000 
as the high-tech division winner  —  
and then an additional grand prize 
of $50,000. What’s more, a host of 
professional services and benefits 
were given to help build its business.

Astropad, founded by two ex- 
Apple employees, Matt Ronge and 
Giovanni Donelli, offers a profes-
sional creative tool that incorporates 
new LIQUID technology to turn an 
iPhone or iPad into a graphics tablet. 

“We’re so honored to have been 
a part of the MN Cup process, and 
we can’t put into words how much 
we’ve learned from the experience,” 
said Astropad co-founder Ronge. 
“Winning the Cup means everything 
for our company and our brand as 

we expand, thanks to the exposure 
and capital infusion from MN Cup.”

For MN Cup officials, the honor is 
equally felt.

“We’re proud to be the link that 
connects Minnesotan ingenuity with 
the resources needed to launch an 
entrepreneurial enterprise,” said 
Scott Litman, MN Cup co-found-
er. “In the last 11 years, more than 
10,000 participants have sharpened 
crucial business skills with the MN 
Cup, and our finalists have raised 
more than $200 million  —  showing 
that they mean business.” 

Litman praised the strong entries 
from across the state. 

“But after careful review, 
our judges were struck by 
Astropad’s unique vision, 
well-honed presentation 

skills and comprehensively 
prepared business plan,” 

“We look forward with excite-
ment to watching this innovative 
idea grow into a dynamic business 
with real-world impact, including 
job growth.”

Astropad was one of nearly 1,300 
entrepreneurs competing in MN Cup 
2015. ■ 

More information:   
astropad.com

Breaking Bread is a café off West Broadway in North 
Minneapolis. A typical day there is filled with energy, 
people, and fresh and healthy foods.

It can be hard for people in this neighborhood to access 
affordable and nutritious food. Michelle Horovitz, co-
founder of Appetite for Change (Breaking Bread’s parent 
company), is on a mission to change not just the access 
problem, but to also empower youth in the community by 
building skills in entrepreneurship and the culinary arts.

“Breaking Bread brings new life and energy to West 
Broadway Avenue by providing a gathering place for the 
community, jobs and healthy food options,” said Horo-
vitz. “We’re tackling multiple issues with our approach 
and believe it’s a new model for economic development 
and---most importantly---generating greater impact with-
in our neighborhoods.”

To date, Breaking Bread has served approximately 
7600 people, created 17 jobs and employed 24 youth. ■

More information:   
breakingbreadfoods.com

DRIVING CHANGE THROUGH  
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Giovanni Donelli, Dave Cleveland, Matt Ronge, Carolyn Cleveland

Brandy Bliss: Lead Server, Dennis English: Head Catering Cook 

ZIPNOSIS 2008 STUDENT WINNER

ASTROPAD 2015 GRAND PRIZE WINNER

Jon Pearce, CEO, Zipnosis

BREAKING BREAD 
2015 SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR  
RUNNER-UP

LaTasha Powell: Director of Programming  
(and Co-Founder)

Lachelle Cunningham: Executive Chef 
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Cathy is an angel investor and 
business advisor, MN Cup Judge, 
and CEO and Managing Partner of 
Sophia Fund. 

Lee is the President, CEO and 
founder of Rebiotix, a 4-year-old 
biotechnology company based in 
Roseville.

What is Rebiotix about?

We’ve developed a business 
around using live, human-derived 
microbes to create a healthier 
microbial environment. Antibiotics 
and diseases have a big effect on 
a body’s microbiome, and if your 
microbiome — your gut — is not 
healthy, you can be susceptible to 
disease.

People can take antibiotics to wipe 
out a disease, but there’s really noth-
ing to stop that disease from coming 
back. So antibiotics get overused, 
then microbes adapt and become 
resistant to the most common 
antibiotics, even the less-common 
ones. Rebiotix serves a huge need 
for people who have drug-resistant 
diseases. I believe it will change the 
way medicine is practiced.

How pioneering is this  
approach?

We don’t fit into any category. 
Because our area of drug develop-
ment is so new, there’s no one skill 
set that we can hire. So we had to 
create all-new employee skills, come 
up with new quality methods, a new 
manufacturing process. We’re the 

Ova Woman is entirely focused 
on women’s intimate health. How 
did you realize there was a need 
for this?

In the summer before I started my 
MBA, I was reflecting on what I’m 
really passionate about, and wom-
en’s health kept coming up. My first 
curiosity was, why do so few people 
know about the menstrual cup? Why 
do so few use it? And that’s where 
Ova Woman really started. I thought 
I was going to create and produce a 
better menstrual cup.

But since then, Ova Woman has 
gone through a few transitions.

As I interviewed women, I found 
they didn’t need a new cup — they 
needed education around intimate 
health products. So I ran with that. 
My next iteration was to be an ag-
gregator of women’s products, from 

You co-founded Sophia Fund, 
which invests in women-led 
growth companies. Why?

When we started, my partners 
and I knew women-led companies 
weren’t getting funded. Numbers at 
that time showed that about 4% of 
financing went into women-led com-
panies. The sad part is, the statistic 
is still close to that same number. 
But we’re making progress: at Sofia 
Fund, we’ve raised $5.5 million 
specifically to be an angel investor 
fund with a focus on technology 
businesses. 

first company to take this therapy 
through the FDA. 

You have been an entrepreneur 
for years, but you participated 
in MN Cup as you prepared to 
launch Rebiotix. Why?

Although I had developed and 
sold other businesses, it had been 
a long time since I had been doing 
business planning and fundraising. 
What I originally intended was to 
use the MN Cup application as a 
tool. I knew if I could answer the 
questions, I would have a good start 
on putting a business plan together. 
And then I just said, “Heck, I’ve 
done all the work, why not.” So I 
submitted my application.

I wanted a refresher on vocabulary 
and terminology, plus I needed good, 
independent feedback on my new 
business — the 360° view. I didn’t 
win, I didn’t get any money. But I 
took advantage of all the opportuni-
ties that I had through MN Cup, and 
by the time I finished I had raised $3 
million, found two business partners 
and had a business plan. This was 
not my first rodeo, and I still found 
great value in MN Cup. 

How did you decide Rebiotix 
was your next move in that long 
line of businesses? 

For me, it’s all about pursuing an 
interest. My goal wasn’t to start a 
business. It’s more of: “Hey, this is a 
really cool idea.” ■

 
More information:   
rebiotix.com

puberty through post-menopause.

We wanted Ova Woman to be a 
place to get nonjudgmental informa-
tion, really meeting women where 
they are. As we were working to 
create a source for women’s intimate 
health, we were doing a lot of 
research and developed methods for 
gaining clear insights.

That brings us to where Ova 
Woman is today.

It turns out there’s a lot of demand 
for helping companies and organiza-
tions better serve women, in terms of 
both products and services, by using 
these insights. There are not a lot 
of people working to fully under-
stand women’s needs, especially in 
intimate health.

You have women who are silent 
about health issues. And you have 
50-year-old men making decisions 
about the products they need. How 
do you bridge that? That’s what we 
provide. We amplify voices that are 
very quiet around this area.

You won the MN Cup, a young 
entrepreneur’s dream.

The MN Cup is an awesome 
resource. It forces you to acceler-
ate your thinking and holds you 
accountable for things that are easy 
to put on the back burner. If I hadn’t 
done the MN Cup, I’d still be two 

   
 

  
   

  

22.7%

5.4%

What’s your most important 
criteria when evaluating a woman 
entrepreneur’s startup for funding?

Our number-one criteria is the 
team. These companies are early 
stage, so they are going to hit some 
bumps in the road. We’re looking for 
a team that has the ability to adjust 
as they gather information, and has 
some knowledge of the marketplace 
and how it works. And we look for 
a team that is coachable, because 
we don’t just bring money, we 
bring resources. We are investing 
in companies at a stage where we 
can help them figure out what their 
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In 2014, MN Cup launched a women’s initiative designed to improve upon a culture of women-led  
startups. Since then, it has hosted numerous events focused on education and peer networking.  

With the ambitious support and leadership of Carlson Family Foundation, a $25,000 cash prize will  
be awarded to the top-competing woman-led startup in this year’s MN Cup.

business model is — and how to 
move forward.

In addition to your work 
through Sophia Fund, you’re a 
judge at MN Cup. Why do you 
think aspiring entrepreneurs 
should participate in that  
competition?

At any point in the competi-
tion, there are resources that help 
entrepreneurs sort through ear-
ly-stage business issues. MN Cup 
has brought so many resources to 
the entrepreneurial activity in the 
state, including a combination of 

Elise is founder and CEO of Ova 
Woman, and the winner of the Stu-
dent Division in the 2015 MN Cup.

UPPING THE STAKES FOR WOMEN 
ENTREPRENEURS

CATHY CONNET 
MN CUP JUDGE AND MENTOR 
SOFIA FUND

LEE JONES 
2011 FINALIST AND MENTOR 
REBIOTIX

ELISE MAXWELL 
2015 STUDENT WINNER 
OVA WOMAN

NEW IN 2016! 
$25,000 PRIZE 
AWARDED TO  
TOP WOMAN  

ENTREPRENEUR

experienced judges and mentors 
from the business community who 
ask important questions during the 
competition. These questions help 
startups understand what they need 
to know. 

In addition to helping decide on 
overall winners, I also work in the 
women’s entrepreneur efforts,  
facilitating panels to help these  
businesses prepare for the  
competition.

What are the strengths and 
challenges you see in the  
entrepreneurial ideas at MN Cup?

Overall, I’m so pleased by the 
level of innovation and disruptive 
business ideas that come forward. 
But I’ve noticed that, even with 
great ideas and products, there’s a 
need for startups to strengthen their 
understanding of the marketplace 
and who will pay for their products. 

What’s the biggest obstacle  
facing women entrepreneurs today?

For almost any entrepreneur on a 
significant growth path, funding is 
one of the biggest hurdles, and it’s 
particularly hard for women. It’s 
why Sophia Fund has its focus — to 
have women investors looking at 
women-led companies. ■

More information:  
sofiafund.com

phases back right now.

Through the MN Cup, I practiced 
pitching a lot. It prepares you to 
know how to communicate to differ-
ent audiences, and how to get people 
to understand where you are going.

Any other advice for young 
entrepreneurs?

Collect information as you build 
your idea. Then you’ll know why 
what you’re doing is working or not 
working, and which assumptions 
were wrong. It gives you information 
to channel into your next phase. ■

 
More information:  
ovawoman.com

ENTER OR MENTOR
 MNCUP.ORG



Nadia Cakes has received na-
tional attention but has amazingly 
humble beginnings.

In 2009, I lost my job and had just 
had my third baby. So I took classes 
in cake design and started selling 
cakes out of my house. Within two 
years, I had 300 clients.

It was a runaway success. Two 
weeks after opening, I was begging 
my husband to quit his job and come 
help me.

How did Minnesota become 
Nadia Cake’s new home?

We went on a five-week 
cross-country road trip and liked 
Minnesota! But we didn’t know 
if we could make lightning strike 
twice. Then we found MEDA.

Ebony is the CEO of Le Chic 
Beauty Supply Boutique, a client 
of MEDA, and was raised by two 
lifetime entrepreneurs.

What are the origins of your 
business?

I started work in the corporate 
world, but my passion is fashion and 
everything beauty. After experienc-
ing a lack of service at beauty supply 
stores, I wanted to provide assistance 
to others. 

Originally, I wanted to open a 
brick-and-mortar store, but then I 
learned about the human hair indus-
try. Two months later, I was shipping 
orders as far away as  
Alaska, and was featured in Hype 
Hair, a leading African-American 
beauty supply industry magazine.

What makes your real-hair 
extensions different?

There are very different qualities 
of hair. I wanted to come out with a 
line that was 100% human hair — it 
has a different flow, can be styled or 
permed, has no chemicals in it and 
can last for years. 

How did growing up with 
entrepreneur parents affect your 
business approach?

My father has had a painting 
business for over 25 years. In the 
past 10 years, my mom ventured into 
owning her own child care business. 

You don’t necessarily know how 
to run a business until you’re in it. In 
my father’s business, I saw him put-
ting in the labor, but I also saw my 
mother being the bookkeeper and the 
tax preparer. I really got to see how a 
business is run all the way around.

How did MEDA become a part 
of your story?

I originally was hoping to raise 
money to open a store, but the 
amount I wanted was too big for my 
britches. Then I found MEDA and 
heard they were empowering other 
minority businesses. I connected 
with a business consultant there, and 
he helped me scale back, guided me 
in my business plan and helped me 
get startup funds. MEDA took a risk 
on me, and I’m grateful for them. ■

More information:  
lechicbsb.com

Also, we believe in people before 
profit. We have very low turnover 
in our staff. The good places you’ve 
worked at will stay with you the rest 
of your life. I hope Nadia Cakes is 
that for our employees. ■

More information:  
nadiacakes.com 

METROPOLITAN ECONOMIC  
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Today, more minorities are starting businesses than ever before, thanks to the entrepreneurial vision of the Metropolitan 
Economic Development Association (MEDA).To capitalize on their mission of “helping entrepreneurs of color succeed and 

communities grow,” they’re partnering with the MN Cup in 2016 to award $10,000 to the most innovative business concept. 

MEDA was a source of financ-
ing. What else did they offer?

MEDA loaned us money for both 
of our Minnesota stores. They really 
bailed us out on the second one 
when the financing fell through. If 
not for MEDA, I don’t know what 
we would have done.

MEDA listens to your story, 
believes in you and wants to give 
you a shot. You are literally getting 
coached by the CFOs of major 
corporations.

What are you proudest of at 
Nadia Cakes?

Six months after we opened, we 
were invited to be on TLC’s Fabu-
lous Cakes, then went on to win the 
top $10,000 prize on Cupcake Wars. 
That really put us on the map.

Youthprise is known for supporting youth in many ways, but 
what about young entrepreneurs?

Libby: Our motive is to help Minnesota young people thrive. For 
instance, our Change Fellowship gathers a group of people under 25 
who have ideas for creating community change. Some want to start a 
business, some have a project, some want to hold a special event.

We partner with entrepreneurial workshops to equip them with the 
tools they need to launch their idea. Additional offerings, like our YES 
funding, help take them to the next level.

Which is how SAZONmoda started.

Rachel: I never thought I was going to be a business owner until I 
went through the Change Fellow program. Besides financial funding, I 
got the support of peers and was lucky enough to study with a pattern-
maker and apprentice with a tailor.

What other business ideas has Youthprise helped with?

Libby: There’s a young person developing a video game, another 
who’s started an aquaponics growing project providing organic food, 
and one who’s created a college-access program for Latino girls.

What impact did Youthprise have on SAZONmoda?

Rachel: They’re the backbone, the way I can really make this a 
viable option. I was told you can’t make a living being an artist. Now 
I’ve signed a lease for studio space, I’m putting together a collection 
for May, I just met with models for the show and we’re holding our 
first classes as a way for women to come together. ■

INSPIRING YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP
“We’re here to inspire in kids, 

showing them a world they may 
have never been exposed to before,” 
offers Blayney. And they do it in lots 
of ways. 

One component of their organi-
zation is involved in MN Cup youth 
division. Blayney positions it as “an 
equalizing force where all kids can 
plug in and move through the pro-
gression of competing — which is a 
powerful continuum of education.”

STANDING FOR KIDS

Thoughts from 
BRIAN LIPSCHULTZ: 
CO-CEO and Trustee, 
Otto Bremer Trust
At what point did you realize  
the importance of youth  
entrepreneurship?

The Otto Bremer Trust has a long 
history of commitment to youth 
opportunities. And we’re the legacy 
of our entrepreneurial founder, Otto 
Bremer, who came to America in 
search of opportunity. So youth 
entrepreneurship is a natural area for 
us. Our banks have been working 
with Junior Achievement for many 
years, and we have seen firsthand 
the amazing things kids can do when 
given the right support and inspira-
tion. 

What would you say are Minne-
sota’s biggest business challenges? 

I think most businesses in Min-
nesota can agree that having an 
educated and skilled workforce is 
our biggest challenge. Our largest 
employers are telling us they don’t 
have the skilled workers to fill the 
positions they anticipate in the 
future. So education and training are 
important areas we need to focus on. 
We also need to be sure that we have 
a business environment that makes 
it easy for people to start businesses, 

gives them access to capital and 
keeps regulation in check. In terms 
of solving these challenges, based 
on what I’ve seen through meeting 
young people involved in JA, I have 
every confidence we’re in good 
hands. 

FUTURE LEADERS MATTER

Insight from  
MIKE ZUMWINKLE: 
Richard M. Schultz 
Foundation

What inherent value does  
entrepreneurism bring to youth?

Dick Schulze, the founder of 
the Richard M. Schulze Family 
Foundation, has long had an interest 
in entrepreneurship education. In 
particular, his foundation is inter-
ested in helping the next generation 
of U.S. entrepreneurs experience 
success. He has founded funded and 
funded founded the Schulze School 
of Entrepreneurship at the Univer-
sity of St. Thomas; created EIX, 
an online journal for the exchange 
of important ideas among entre-
preneurs; and encouraged the best 
business ideas of students and entre-
preneurs. We have supported Junior 
Achievement’s (JA’s) entrepreneur-
ship initiatives in the Twin Cities 
as part of the Foundation’s broader 
efforts in this area.

Why Junior Achievement  
specifically?

Dick is vitally interested in the 
role entrepreneurship plays in the 
economy of this country. Support-
ing an environment where novel 
thinking, prudent risk-taking and 
hard work can be rewarded is a 
priority for the Foundation. JA’s ini-
tiatives augment this view and help 
young people appreciate the role of 
entrepreneurship as a force to solve 
some of society’s greatest social and 
economic challenges. ■

THE BUZZ ABOUT YOUTH BIZ

There’s an incubator of entre-
preneurship stirring in classrooms 
throughout the Minnesota land-
scape — and beyond. Guiding this 
laboratory of possibility is Junior 
Achievement of the Upper Midwest 
(JAUM).

“Many companies are  
investing so much in  

innovation, and it requires 
entrepreneurial thinkers,“ 
says JAUM President and 

CEO Gina Blayney. “Junior 
Achievement feeds the 

fundamental engine of our 
economy — building the 
skills at an early age to  

power those experiences.” 

Established in 1949, the Minneap-
olis and St. Paul chapters of Junior 
Achievement merged in 1982 to cre-
ate JAUM, and has since broadened 
its reach to greater Minnesota, North 
Dakota and western Wisconsin. Pro-
grams are taught in more than 650 
schools: in a year’s time, 160,000 
students in grades K-12 experience 
JAUM in their classroom. 

Each year more than 8,000 volun-
teers teach its innovative programs 
in schools. Through age-appropriate 
curricula, JAUM begins in kinder-
garten, teaching children how they 
can impact the world as individuals, 
workers and consumers. Then, pro-
grams continue through the middle 
and high school grades, preparing 
students for their future and teaching 
them how to succeed in the global 
economy. 

What do you love about your 
company?

H&B Elevators is small enough 
that I don’t lose touch with the 
people who are associated with the 
company — vendors and employees. 
But it’s also large enough to have 
an impact across the world from our 
corner of Minnesota.

You were an employee of H&B 
Elevators. How did you go about 
buying the business? 

In 2011, the previous owners de-
cided they wanted to sell. It was an 
organic, not premeditated thing. Fred 
Poferl, the VP of finance at  
the time, and I started reaching  
out to banks and people in the  

business community.

I’m not sure we would have 
been able to close the deal without 
the help and guidance of MEDA. 
MEDA connected us with profes-
sionals who had been in the business 
world for a long time. They played a 
major part in helping me understand 
the steps along the way — and how 
to do them the right way.

What else did you learn?

The deal took a year-and-a-half, 
longer than I expected it to be. You 
have to learn to dig deep and be 
patient. Then you galvanize yourself 
a little as to how business works, but 
still keep an open mind and not lose 
touch that we’re all people. ■

Abby is CEO and executive 
chef for Nadia Cakes, which has 
locations in Palmdale, California, 
and Maple Grove and Woodbury, 
Minnesota. Her husband, Carlos, is 
CFO.

Jashan is the president and CEO 
of H&B Elevators, a manufacturer of 
custom elevator cabs and entranc-
es, with work installed across the 
U.S. and around the world.

Libby Rau and Rachel Huss, Libby is the director of youth  
engagement at Youthprise. Rachel is the founder of SAZONmoda, 
an ethical apparel studio and community space for women.
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EBONY DICKERSON 
LE CHIC BEAUTY SUPPLY BOUTIQUE

JASHAN EISON 
H&B ELEVATORS

ABBY & CARLOS JIMENEZ
NADIA CAKES
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In 2009, Christine Stoen of 
Owatonna, Minnesota, was diag-
nosed with celiac disease. “We were 
young, in our 30s, with small kids 
— including one daughter who was 
diagnosed with the same disease,” 
reflected Jami Stoen, Christine’s 
husband. After many unsuccessful 
attempts at finding tasty, gluten-free 
baking mixes in stores, they experi-
mented in their own kitchen.

The resulting “self-taught recipes” 
are not only gluten free, but corn 
free, egg free, nut free and dairy 
free, too. 

A pivotal moment occurred 
when they unveiled their product at 
FEAST!, a food and beverage event 
held annually in Rochester, Min-
nesota. They caught the attention 
of President and CEO Tim Penny 
of Southern Minnesota Initiative 
Foundation (SMIF). “The experi-
ence set the tone for our business,” 
said Stoen. For ongoing support, 

Christine began attending month-
ly SMIF-sponsored peer councils 
where entrepreneurs share ideas, get 
feedback and gather resources criti-
cal to evolving their businesses.

One of those resources, Twin 
Cities-based Classic Provisions, 
has helped the Stoens successfully 
distribute product in grocery stores 
in Minnesota and Iowa. Additionally, 
their success in finding a “clean” 
manufacturing, packaging and label-
ing facility in North Carolina frees 
up the Stoens to focus on raising 
their family and working their day 
jobs.

Every day is a learning day for the 
Stoens. Jami’s advice: “Be cautious, 
take your time, do your research, 
find good mentors and partners, and 
make sure you’re ready.” ■

 
More information: 
mamastoens.com

Growing up on a dairy farm near 
St. Michael, Minnesota, Al Berning 
knew he wanted to be an engineer. 
Today he’s fulfilled that dream as a 
serial entrepreneur who views tech-
nology as the conduit to improving 
lives. His motivation is evidenced 
by having started five businesses to 
date, most recently as founder and 
CEO of Ambient Clinical Analyt-
ics — a small yet highly influential 
medical technology company housed 
inside the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, 
Minnesota.

Ambient Clinical Analytics sells 
powerful, real-time bedside health-
care data assimilation, communi-
cation and analytics-based clinical 
decision tools that support the 
general hospital floor, Emergency 
Department, ICU and other critical 
care areas.

“The types of products we create 
help reduce the amount of errors, 
and speed up decision-making 
processes by medical staff,” said 
Berning.

Recently, Berning’s international 
cachet increased exponentially in 
a collaboration with Philips on a 
clinical analytics solution to enhance 
staff efficiency in critical care.

“Philips gives us the opportunity 
to reach a global audience much 
faster with the potential of doing 
business in virtually every country,” 
said Berning.

He acknowledges his 20-year 

relationship with Southern Minne-
sota Initiative Foundation (SMIF), 
considering them a valuable funder, 
coach and mentor. He’s returned 
the favor, too, by speaking on 
a panel at the SMIF-sponsored 
Entrepreneurial Bridge Conference 
and Banquet in Austin, Minnesota. 
“Unlike the metro area, it’s harder 
for entrepreneurs in southern Min-
nesota to get together with longer 
distances between cities,” stated 
Berning. “They (SMIF) make the 
effort to bring people together —
to increase business knowledge, 
share resources and strengthen our 
networks.” ■

More information: 
ambientclinical.com
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GROWING BUSINESS,  
SOUTHERN-MINNESOTA STYLE

LEADING A HYPER-CONNECTED FOOD COMMUNITY
The Holmes Center for Entrepre-

neurship at the Carlson School of 
Management is in the early stages 
of developing Grow North, an 
initiative that’s destined to support 
and connect Minnesota’s food 
innovation community.

“Our state has several great 
organizations and resources for 
food and ag entrepreneurs,” says 
Melissa Kjolsing, director of the 
MN Cup. “Grow North will make 
these people and opportunities 
highly visible and easy to access,” 
she affirms, noting its potential 
to connect local startups with 
numerous employees who work for 
established companies.

Peter Speranza, head of business 
development at General Mills’ 
venture arm, 301 Inc., has been at 
the heart of connecting entrepre-
neurs, programs and supporting 
organizations to an organized 
community-led effort. “Minnesota 
has increasingly become more 
recognized as an innovation hub 
for food entrepreneurs,” said Sper-
anza. “Our support of Grow North 
aligns with General Mills’ mission 
to serve the world by making food 
people love.” 

Planting the idea of Grow North 
was actually cultivated in an earlier 
food awareness partnership.

 In 2014, MN Cup and 301 Inc. 
created the Food/Ag/Beverage 

(FAB) Division for statewide start-
up competition. A previously frag-
mented, sparsely attended category, 
FAB became an immediate success 
with more than 60 new companies 
applying to the 2014 MN Cup. In 
2015, it jumped to more than 80 —
creating lively conversation among 
judges, mentors and sponsors to 
ponder “what else can we do to 
support Minnesota’s FAB entrepre-
neurs?”

What followed was an expedi-
tion to Boulder, Colorado, led by 
301 Inc., a trip that became a best-
in-class example of how commu-
nities can support food entrepre-
neurs. Nearly the entire Minnesota 
FAB ecosystem was represented 
on the trip, including entrepre-
neurs, large companies, investors, 
academia and government. 

“Community is absolutely 
essential to the success of entre-
preneurs,” says Angie Bastian of 
BOOMCHICKAPOP, one of the 
participants. “We need exposure, 
feedback and wise advice from ex-
perienced professionals.” She also 
expressed the value of navigating 

complicated food production, sales 
and distribution systems. “Access 
to growth capital and an investor 
network is crucial, but we also 
need people who believe in us 
and can provide personal support, 
grounding and encouragement,” 
declares Bastian.

After meeting with several 
groups and leaders from the 
Boulder community, the Minnesota 
delegation realized more than ever 
its ability to create a thriving food 
innovation community — from 
global leaders at nearly every 
stage of the value chain (including 
first-in-class enablers and service 
providers) to nonprofits that offer 
free statewide resources.

But the missing ingredient of 
connecting all of the dots and 
providing an access point for 
entrepreneurs and big companies 
to engage became the catalyst for 
Grow North.

“As a food startup, finding an 
experienced guide to help you nav-
igate each stage of your business 
could be a game-changer,” realizes 
Speranza. “Grow North will be 
that connection hub for the food 
community.”

Grow North is a statewide re-
source and will officially launch in 
2016. Stay informed on the latest 
developments by connecting on 
Twitter @grownorthmn. ■

Created by the McKnight Foundation in 1986, the Southern Minnesota Initiative Foundation (SMIF) is one of six 
Minnesota foundations that support the vitality of entrepreneurs and economic development across 20 Minnesota 
counties. Through loans, equity investments and a robust collaborative network, this Owatonna-based organization is 
always on the ready for growth.

“We have a strong desire to support entrepreneurs because we all benefit from vibrant, healthy communities,” says 
Pam Bishop, VP of economic development. 

SMIF sponsors monthly peer councils and other events where coaching, sharing and learning are dynamic and 
fluid for emerging entrepreneurs. Since 2014, SMIF has invested 
$50,000 from its seed fund into two MN Cup companies from its 
region, 75F and Red Food.

More information: smifoundation.org

GROW 
NORTH

MN

The Stoen Family (Jami, Christine, Cameron, Gage, Gracie)

Al Berning, CEO of Ambient  
Clinical Analytics

JIT COMPANIES
THE BEAUTY 
OF THE BUSINESS

Founded as a stained glass resto-
ration studio in 1984, JIT Companies 
has evolved into a custom shop that 
produces architectural laminated 
glass with detailed waterjet cutting 
capabilities.

“Our waterjet capabilities allow 
us to cut any type of material in 
any thickness,” founder Ron Beltz 
explains. “It shortens the lead time 
and ensures everything fits together 
properly.”

SMIF partnered with Belz to help 
grow his 11-employee company that 
serves manufacturers, architects, 
designers, contractors and artists. 
“We’ve received several loans, 
including for a new manufacturing 
facility and business development 
assistance. Without the aid of SMIF, 
it would have been difficult to secure 
the needed financing,” Beltz attests.

Currently Beltz belongs to a 
SMIF-sponsored CEO peer council 
that meets regularly to discuss a 
variety of entrepreneur challenges. “I 
can’t express how important collabo-
ration is in growing a business.”

His overall advice for emerging en-
trepreneurs? “Find a mentor, seek out 
networking groups and get acquaint-
ed with groups like SMIF in your 
area,” he commands. “This will be 
the most beneficial thing that you can 
do for yourself and your business.” ■

 
More information: 
jitwaterjet.com

GROW NORTH SUPPORTERS

AMBIENT CLINICAL  
ANALYTICS  
VALUE-BASED CARE IS  
INVALUABLE TO BUSINESS

MAMA STOEN’S
TURNING A DIAGNOSIS INTO  
AN OPPORTUNITY

$25,000 INVESTMENT 
AVAILABLE TO TOP  

MN CUP FINALIST FROM  
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA

Ben Vaughn and Erin Kayser, co-founders of Round Table Hops.


